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Foreword. IPC Brand Book.

Like the Paralympic Movement itself, the Paralym-
pic brand has evolved dynamically over the years. 
Adopted in 2003, the Paralympic symbol – the three 
Agitos, from Latin meaning “I move” – symbolises 
constant motion, always moving forward and never 
giving up. And its circular character embodies the 
bringing together of athletes from all corners of the 
world. 
 
Ultimately, we strive for the Paralympic symbol to 
be universally recognised throughout the world as 
representing sporting excellence and the Paralym-
pic values of courage, determination, inspiration 
and equality. I believe the IPC Brand Book is a mile-
stone that will drive us forward in a fresh and excit-
ing direction. 
 
Building greater awareness and understanding of 
the Paralympic brand and its values was one of six 
strategic goals the IPC set in 2011. To build brand 
awareness as a movement, we need to present the 
Paralympic symbol consistently to the world. 
 
Consistency is also important when it comes to ter-
minology. In line with the World Health Organisation, 
the IPC is moving away from using ‘disability’. The 
word refl ects an interaction between features of a 
person’s body and features of society and  normally 
infers that you are unable to do something.
 

responsibility to promote the brand and respect what it stands 
for wherever it is used. 
 
Please join me in our e� orts to send a consistent message to 
the world and drive the Paralympic Movement forward with a 
whole new level of dynamism.

Sir Philip Craven, MBE
IPC President

When referring to a loss in body function or struc-
ture, or activity limitation, the term ‘impairment’ is 
now preferred when describing athletes. This shifts 
the focus more onto athletes’ abilities and what they 
are able to achieve.
 
Long term, the aspiration is that there is no need to 
use either word. Those who participate in Paralym-
pic sport are quite simply athletes. The inspirational 
message they send every day through their incred-
ible sporting achievements can help bring about 
 social change.
 
It is exciting that over the past years the word 
 “Paralympic” has become increasingly used and 
recognised throughout the world. We want the Para-
lympic symbol to be associated unequivocally with 
the word “Paralympic”. Therefore, to coincide with 
this Brand Book, the IPC has enhanced its own logo, 
giving the word more prominence.
 
The IPC Brand Book is intended to inspire every-
one to uphold the integrity of the Paralympic symbol 
and the brand as a whole, as well as to guide peo-
ple about how to apply and protect it. 
 
The Paralympic symbol represents our athletes and 
our movement, and it should be considered both 
an honour and a privilege to use it. It is everyone’s 
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The Paralympic Movement. 

The Paralympic Movement has transformed from a disability movement to one with 
sport at its core. 
 
Since its humble beginnings in 1948, when the fi rst competitions took place, the 
 Paralympic Games have grown into an elite competition with more than 4,200 
 Paralympians competing in the same world-class venues as Olympic athletes.
 
The International Paralympic Committee (IPC) is now the movement’s umbrella 
 organisation and International Federation for nine Paralympic sports.
 
The Paralympic Movement is athlete-focused. Through athletes’ stories and achieve-
ments, attitudes towards people with an impairment can be changed. They engage 
and motivate people to create a more inclusive society. The Paralympic Movement 
builds a bridge which links sport with  social awareness to help forge a path for this 
change and spread the message of respect and equal opportunity for all individuals.
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To enable Paralympic athletes to achieve sporting  
excellence and inspire and excite the world.

The Paralympic Movement. Vision.

Enable
Creating conditions for athlete empowerment

Paralympic athletes
The primary focus, from initiation to elite level

Achieve
Sporting excellence is the goal of a sports centred 
organisation

Inspire & excite
Engage and motivate people to have fun and at the same 
time, create a more inclusive society
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The Paralympic brand is at the core of the IPC’s strategic framework

The IPC Strategic Plan (2011-2014) has identifi ed six strategic goals which  support and  
contribute to the overall  philosophy and vision of the Paralympic Movement: 

Paralympic Games 
Ensure successful 
Para lympic Games for 
all participants

Paralympic brand
Build greater understanding and 
use of the Paralympic brand

Athlete development
Promote opportunities to 
engage in and grow Paralympic 
sports

The Paralympic Movement. Strategic goals and aspiration.

Aspiration

The athletes and the Paralympic Games are at the heart of our
movement. Their performances and incredible stories teach us
to accept and appreciate people with an impairment

Funding 
Ensure appropriate 
funding and identify 
 revenue opportunities

Organisational capability
Enhance e�  cient structures to 
ensure the ability to deliver

Strategic partnerships 
Leverage partnerships to 
use synergies and broaden 
the reach

For more information, please refer to the IPC Strategic Plan 2011-2014 at www.paralympic.org.

Goal 1:

Goal 4:

Goal 2:

Goal 5:

Goal 3:

Goal 6:
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Courage
This value encompasses the unique spirit of the para-
athlete who seeks to accomplish what the general 
 public deems ‘unexpected’ but what the athlete 
knows as ‘truth’. The Paralympic brand and its val-
ues are tangible manifestations of what it means to 
push oneself  beyond expectations.

Determination
Overcoming obstacles and conquering adversity are 
popular concepts that resonate with the general pub-
lic; for the para-athlete, the value is more applicable 
to pushing ones physical ability to the absolute limit.

Equality
Paralympic sport – from the grassroots to the elite 
level – refl ects Paralympic ideals and also acts as 
an agent for change to break down social barriers 
and discrimination against persons with an impair-
ment. The Paralympic Movement strives to create a 
more equal society through initiatives like the Agitos 
Foundation, developments projects, education pro-
grammes and gender equality campaigns.

Inspiration
The stories and accomplishments of para-athletes 
induce intense and personal emotions. The Paralym-
pic experience has the power to change lives when 
the Paralympic spirit is applied to one’s personal life.

The Paralympic Movement. Paralympic values. 

Athletes in the Paralympic Movement demonstrate courage and determination and 
they  inspire all  man kind to  believe that anything is  possible. The Paralympic brand 
is a bridge which links sport with  social awareness to  challenge stereotypes and 
 ultimately leads to equality. 

DeterminationDetermination

CourageCourage
EqualityEqualityEquality

InspirationInspirationInspiration
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Inspiration

DeterminationDetermination
C

ourage
The Paralympic Movement. Paralympic appearance.

The Paralympic brand’s physical/visual 
characteristics and style 

Physical
Courage and perseverance are at the heart of Paralympic  values 
and imply a sense of ‘grit’ and determination which is  embodied 
by the athletes.

Triumphant
Paralympic athletes compete to win gold; their ‘triumph of will’ 
resonates with the public.

Dynamic
The Paralympic brand is not visually stale or stationary but 
rather implies a sense of change and forward progression.

International
Every country has athletes with an impairment; the attitude of 
some culture may di� er from others, but striving for excellence 
applies to everyone.

Inspiration
Equality

Determination
Courage and perseverance are at the heart of Paralympic  values 
and imply a sense of ‘grit’ and determination which is  embodied 

Paralympic athletes compete to win gold; their ‘triumph of will’ 

The Paralympic brand is not visually stale or stationary but 
rather implies a sense of change and forward progression.

Every country has athletes with an impairment; the attitude of 
some culture may di� er from others, but striving for excellence 

Equality
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This is where we come from

The previous Paralympic symbols, which are no longer in use, 
were based on the traditional Korean  decorative component 
called ‘Tae-Geuk’.

According to oriental philosophy, Tae-Geuk refers to the  ultimate 
reality from which all things and values originate.

Tae-Geuks started to be used at the 1988 Summer Paralym-
pic Games in Seoul, Korea. With fi ve Tae-Geuks arranged sim-
ilarly to the Olympic Rings, in a similar set of fi ve colours, the 
symbol was not considered distinctive enough and therefore 
was changed to a three-Tae-Geuk design.

Until 2003, the three-Tae-Geuk design was used for the Para-
lympic symbol. In the same year, after a strategic review pro-
cess, this symbol was replaced by the  current one – the three 
Agitos.
 
All Tae-Geuks used to represent the Paralympic brand, e.g. in 
NPC emblems, had to be removed before 31 December 2006.
As an exception, historical Paralympic Games emblems that 
 include the Tae-Geuks remain valid.

Five Tae-Geuks (1988-1994). 

Three Tae-Geuks (1994-2004).

Paralympic Symbol – the three Agitos.

The Paralympic Movement. The history of the symbol.
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The Paralympic symbol (three Agitos) consists of three elements 
in red, blue and green – the three colours that are most widely 
represented in national fl ags around the world. 

The three Agitos (from the Latin meaning “I move”) encircling 
a central point symbolise motion, emphasise the role of the 
Para lympic Movement in bringing athletes together from all 
corners of the world to compete. The symbol also emphasises 
the fact that Paralympic athletes are constantly inspiring and 
exciting the world with their performances: always moving for-
ward and never giving up. 

The Paralympic brand. Paralympic symbol.
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Primary colours
The IPC is represented by three primary 
 colours. These colours are defi ned  
as follows:

Secondary colours
Shades of the 3 primary colours.

Shades of black.

PANTONE 1805 C

C 0% M 98% Y 75% K 22% 

R 170 G 39 B 47 

HTML aa272f

HKS 22

RAL 3002

Paralympic red

PANTONE 2945 C

C 100% M 60% Y 0% K 5% 

R 0 G 84 B 159 

HTML 00549f

HKS 39

RAL 5002

Paralympic blue

PANTONE 348 C

C 92% M 0% Y 84% K 20% 

R 0 G 133 B 66 

HTML 008542

HKS 57

RAL 6029

Paralympic green

The Paralympic symbol. Paralympic colours.
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Colour
The coloured version of the Paralympic symbol is preferred 
and should be used wherever possible because it includes 
the Paralympic  colours, which are an important part of the 
brand. This version may only be used on a plain white back-
ground.

Monochrome
The monochrome version is an alternative to the coloured version. Choose either 
white or black, depending on which version provides the better contrast against 
the given background.

IPC_00_Symbol_Pantone
IPC_00_Symbol_CMYK
IPC_00_Symbol_RGB

IPC_00_Symbol_1CIPC_00_Symbol_neg

The Paralympic symbol. O�  cial versions.
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Please use the coloured version of the Para-
lympic symbol on a plain white background 
only (white paper, white fl ags,…)

The monochrome version is an alternative to 
the coloured version. Choose either white or 
black, depending on which version provides 
the better contrast against the given back-
ground.

Do not use the coloured Paralympic symbol on any background other than white. 
Do not use it on patterns or images. 

Correct usage.

Correct usage. Use the black symbol when the background 
is less then 50 per cent and the white symbol 
when it is more than 50 per cent black tone.

The Paralympic symbol. Backgrounds.

To integrate the coloured Paralympic symbol into imagery or other designs you can 
add a white background as shown here.
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Do not change the order of the three colours.

Do not rearrange the single elements. Do not combine.

Do not use the 
Paralympic sym-
bol in a transpar-
ent way.

Do not integrate graphic elements around 
the Paralympic symbol, or place them in 
front or behind it. 

Do not use drop 
shadows.

Do not rotate. Do not scale unproportionally.

Do not crop.

Do not outline or change colours.

The Paralympic symbol. Common misuses.

Do not use uno�  -
cial logo versions.

The Paralympic symbol must always be used 
in its original format.

In order for a brand to be recognised, its 
symbols must always look the same.  
This is why the Paralympic symbol must  
not be changed or altered in any way.

The following are examples of how not to use the Paralympic 
symbol:

Do not use the Agitos individually.
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The Paralympic symbol. Outdated variations.

Do not use the Paralympic 
symbol with ‘IPC’

Do not use the Paralympic 
symbol with ‘Spirit in 
Motion’

Do not use the Paralympic 
symbol with both ‘IPC’ and 
‘International Paralympic 
Committee’

Do not use the Paralympic 
symbol with ‘International  
Paralympic Committee’ in 
the top right corner

Do not use the Paralympic 
symbol with both ‘IPC’ and 
‘www.paralympic.org’

The Paralympic symbol must always be used 
in its current o�  cial versions.

In order for a brand to be recognised, its 
symbols must always look the same.  
This is why outdated Paralympic symbol vari-
ations must  not be used.

The following are examples of outdated Paralympic symbol 
variations that should not be used:
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Embossing
When embossing on metals, only 
the monochrome version of the 
Paralympic symbol may be used 
(‘material colour’). All three elements 
of the  Paralympic symbol should ap-
pear on the same plane. The raised or 
engraved Paralympic symbol should 
have a straight, 90-degree edge (not 
beveled or rounded edges).

Engraving/stamping
A light silver version of the Paralympic 
symbol may be used on other materi-
als e.g. gift boxes.

Example of an engraved version Example of a silver version

The Paralympic symbol may be used in various applications. This includes e.g. embossing, engraving, embroidering. 
Please refer to the section “The Paralympic symbol. O�  cial versions.” for the colour and monochrome version usage guidelines and see below for when it is permissible 
to use a light silver version. Also see some examples of usage on di� erent materials.

The Paralympic symbol. Special applications.

Embroidery
For embroidery use the coloured ver-
sion on white background or choose 
either white or black, depending on 
which version provides the better con-
trast against the given background.

Example of white version on a red background 

Other materials
The white or a light silver version of the 
Paralympic symbol may be used on 
dark backgrounds. For white or trans-
parent backgrounds the coloured ver-
sion is preferred.

Example of a white/silver version on dark backgrounds

16© 2015 Brand Book of the International Paralympic Committee

Example of a white/silver version on dark backgrounds
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The grid system for the Paralympic symbol and its layout area

The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid.

Grid basis
The basis of the grid is always the  Para lympic 
 symbol. All other elements are based on its size. 

Layout area
The grid units defi ne the layout plus isolation area for 
the Paralympic symbol, including text and design el-
ements where applicable.

Paralympic symbol Grid unit
Grid width (w) = 20 per cent (one fi fth) 

of the Paralympic symbol’s width

Grid height (h) = 20 per cent (one fi fth) 
of the Paralympic symbol’s height

Complete layout area The isolation area measures at least 
one grid unit surrounding all elements

Isolation area
The isolation area measures at least one  grid 
unit surrounding the Paralympic symbol,  including 
text and design elements where applicable.

Please note that the grey grid on this and all following pages is for explanatory purposes only. The coloured version of the Paralympic symbol can only appear on a plain white background.
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The Paralympic symbol

Usage
This version is used in all communication materials where the 
IPC is clearly the sender:
 At Paralympic Games
 International Paralympic Committee communications
 Protocol items for Paralympic/IPC events related to 

Paralympic Games

Requirements
 Minimum size: 10mm/120px in width
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing. 

The Paralympic symbol. Three Agitos in detail.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

20% (w)

20
%

 (h
)

IPC_00_Symbol_Pantone
IPC_00_Symbol_CMYK
IPC_00_Symbol_RGB

IPC_00_Symbol_neg IPC_00_Symbol_1C

Paralympic.org

w=10mm

w=120px

The following fi les are available in jpg.- and eps.-format Minimum size

IPC communications (Web-banner) Protocol items (fl ag)

Examples:
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The Paralympic symbol with ‘International 
Paralympic Committee’

Usage:
This version is used in institutional material:
 Business stationary
 International Paralympic Committee  communications

Requirements
 Minimum size: 15mm/180px in width 
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing. 

IPC_01_Institutional_Pantone
IPC_01_Institutional_CMYK
IPC_01_Institutional_RGB

O�  cial IPC document covers. IPC athlete’s medalist pin box.

Examples:

IPC_01_Institutional_neg IPC_01_Institutional_1C

The Paralympic symbol. Institutional usage.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

w=15mm

The following fi les are available in jpg.- and eps.-format Minimum size

w=180px

2016
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The Paralympic symbol with ‘Paralympic.org’

Usage
This version is used on promotional items:
 International Paralympic Committee  publications
 As authorised by the IPC for promotional purposes

Requirements
 Minimum size: 21mm/250px in width
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. Promotional usage.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

IPC_02_Promotional_Pantone
IPC_02_Promotional_CMYK
IPC_02_Promotional_RGB

IPC_02_Promotional_neg IPC_02_Promotional_1C
w=21mm
w=250px

The following fi les are available in jpg.- and eps.-format Minimum size

IPC communications (spider-wall)

Examples:
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The Agitos “locked-up” together with the 
word-mark “Paralympic Games” in the 
respective Game’s font

Usage
The lock-up can only be used at Paralympic Games:
 It should be used for selected applications of the Agitos in 

order to create impressions and increase the awareness 
about what the Paralympic symbol stands for.

Requirements
 Minimum size: 90cm in width. An exception are applica-

tions where the lock-up has great visibility on camera for 
example at picture opportunity locations. 

 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 
symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

The Paralympic symbol. Lock-up mark.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

w=90cm

The following three lock-up versions are available for Paralympic Games: Minimum size

Examples:

Sochi 2014 Medals Plaza backdrop London 2012 wheelchair tennis FOP

Lock-up_colour Lock-up_negative Lock-up_black

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

X

X/5

X/5

X

X/5

X/5

X

X/5

X/5

X

X/5

X/5

X

X/5

X/5

X

X/5

X/5
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The Paralympic symbol with ‘Member of the 
International Paralympic Committee’

Usage
For member organisations, e.g. International Federations, to 
communicate their association with the IPC: 
 Communication materials of member organisations e.g. 

 website and letterhead

Requirements
 Minimum size: 15mm/180px in width
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. Member organisations.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

The following fi les are available in jpg.- and eps.-format Minimum size

IPC_10_Member_Pantone
IPC_10_Member_CMYK
IPC_10_Member_RGB

IPC_10_Member_neg IPC_10_Member_1C
w=15mm
w=180px
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The Paralympic symbol with ‘Recognised by 
the International Paralympic Committee’

Usage
For organisations that are recognised by the IPC but not a 
member, e.g. International Federations, to communicate 
their association with the IPC: 
 Communication materials of organisations that are 

recognised by the IPC e.g.  website and letterhead

Requirements
 Minimum size: 15mm/180px in width
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. Recognised International Federation.

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

w=20%

h=
20

%

The following fi les are available in jpg.- and eps.-format Minimum size

IPC_20_Recognised_Pantone
IPC_20_Recognised_CMYK
IPC_20_Recognised_RGB

IPC_20_Recognised_neg IPC_20_Recognised_1C
w=15mm
w=180px
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The Paralympic symbol as composite 
 emblem with Worldwide Paralympic 
Partner logo (horizontal and vertical partner 
logo)

Final design specifi cations are co-ordinated with our part-
ners to align with their respective corporate identity.

Usage
To show a�  liation between partners and the IPC, e.g. on:
 Communication materials

Please check the relevant partnership contract for more specifi c information.

Requirements
 Minimum size: 11mm/130px in height (horizontal)

     20mm/200px in height (vertical)
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. Worldwide Paralympic Partner.

h=
11

m
m

h=
13

0p
x

Minimum size

Paralympic.org

Worldwide Paralympic Partner

partner  logo

h=
20

m
m

h=
20

0p
x

Paralympic.orgWorldwide Paralympic Partner

partner logo

Horizontal version

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

Worldwide Paralympic Partner

partner logo

Paralympic.orgVertical version

symbol width (w)

sy
m

bo
l h

ei
gh

t (
h)

Worldwide Paralympic Partner

partner logo

w=20%

h=
20

%

Paralympic.org
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The Paralympic symbol as composite 
 emblem with International Paralympic 
Partner logo

Final design specifi cations are co-ordinated with our part-
ners to align with their respective corporate identity.

Usage
To show a�  liation between partners and the IPC, e.g. on:
 Communication materials

Please check the relevant partnership contract for more specifi c information.

Requirements
 Minimum size (Paralympic symbol): 15mm/180px in width
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol with the size of at least one grid unit. See section 
“The Paralympic symbol. Layout grid”.

 For colour and monochrome version usage guidelines refer 
to the sections “O�  cial versions.” to “Outdated variations.”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. International Paralympic Partner.
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Isolation area for emblems

A Paralympic emblem can be created by a National Paralympic
Committee (NPC), regional organisation or an Organising 
 Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic Games (OCOG).  
If the Paralympic symbol is integrated into a new emblem (e.g. 
NPC emblem) the isolation area around the symbol is as shown 
in the diagram. Additional design elements must be situated 
outside of the isolation area.

Requirements (IPC Handbook)
 A Paralympic emblem is an integrated design associating the 

three Agitos with another distinctive element. A Paralympic 
emblem must be created by an NPC, regional organisation 
and Organising Committee for the Olympic and Paralympic 
Games (OCOG) and is subject to the approval of the IPC prior 
to any usage. 

 The three Agitos contained in such an emblem must appear 
in its entirety and must not be altered in any way. 

 The distinctive element of the emblem must not contain mot-
tos, designations or other generic expressions which give the 
impression of being universal or international in nature. 

 The IPC can approve the design of a Paralympic emblem at 
its sole discretion and as it considers that such emblem is 
distinct from other Paralympic emblems.

The Paralympic symbol. Isolation area for emblems.

Isolation area for integrated designs 

The diagram is available in eps.-format to be used as a template.
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Organising Committee for the Olympic and 
Paralympic Games (OCOG) emblems

Each Paralympic Games has its own Paralympic emblem. The 
city that hosts the Paralympic Games creates a symbol to rep-
resent the event. This design incorporates the Paralympic sym-
bol, the name of the event, and one or more distinctive elements 
to identify the event.

Usage
 Organising Committees for the Olympic and Paralympic 

Games for communication and design including but  
not limited to website, letterheads and Paralympic  
Games  material

Requirements (IPC Handbook)
 The area covered by the Paralympic symbol  contained in the 

Paralympic Games emblem must be one third of the total 
area.

 The emblem must be designed in such a way that it is clearly 
identifi able as being connected with the Paralympic Games 
organised by the OCOG  concerned.

 The distinctive element of the emblem cannot be limited to 
the sole name, or abbreviation of such name, of the country 
of the OCOG concerned.

For more information on Paralympic Games brand development, please refer to the 
“Technical Manual on Brand, Identity & Look of the Games”

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

Example of OCOG’s Emblems

The Paralympic symbol. Paralympic Games emblems.
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National Paralympic Committee emblems

Each National Paralympic Committee (NPC) has its own emblem. The design incor-
porates the Paralympic symbol, the o�  cial organisation’s name, including the word 
‘Paralympic‘ (if the language of the NPC is not English, an English version must also 
be provided – both languages may appear on the same emblem) and one or more 
distinctive elements to identify the respective country. This design element, specifi c 
to the country of the NPC should be a clearly identifi able national symbol, such as 
the fl ag, national colours, national animal, fl ower, shield, coat of arms etc. The em-
blem must not contain mottos, designations or other generic expressions which give 
the impression of being universal or international in nature. The IPC – as an umbrella 
 organisation – represents several sports and disability groups. NPC emblem designs 
should therefore not focus on one sport (e.g. wheelchair sports) but remain general.

Usage
 For National Paralympic Committees’ communication and design material 

including but not limited to website, stationary and promotional items

Requirements (IPC Handbook)
 The area covered by the Paralympic symbol contained in the NPC emblem must 

be one third of the total area. 
 The emblem must be designed in such a way that it is clearly identifi ed as being 

connected with the country or territory of the NPC concerned. 
 The distinctive element of the emblem cannot be limited to the sole name, or 

abbreviation of such name, of the country of the NPC concerned. 
 The distinctive element of the emblem must not make reference to the Paralym-

pic Games or to a specifi c date or event so as to be limited in time.

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

The Paralympic symbol. NPC emblems.

Examples of NPC Emblems
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Regional Paralympic Committee emblems

Usage
 Respective Regional Paralympic Committee for commu-

nication and design including but not limited to website, 
letterheads, Regional Games materials

Minimum size: 10.5mm in height

Requirements (IPC Handbook)
 The emblem shall consist of the three Agitos accompanied 

with the title (Region) Paralympic Committee as the distinc-
tive element. 

 The distinctive element of the emblem must not make refer-
ence to the Paralympic Games or to a specifi c date or event 
so as to be limited in time.

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing. 

The Paralympic symbol. Regional emblems.
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The following regional emblems are available in di� erent formats and colours.
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The Paralympic symbol with IPC sport name

Usage
Respective IPC sport
 O�  cial documents, stationary, protocol items

Requirements
 Minimum size: 7.5mm in height
 Isolation area: a clear space surrounding the Paralympic 

symbol and IPC sport name with the size of at least one 
grid unit. See page 17

 Colour and monochrome version usage guidelines:  
see IPC Sport Graphics Brand Book.

Approvals

Written approval from the IPC is required to use the Paralympic symbol. Applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing.

IPC ALPINE
SKI ING

IPC ATHLETICS

IPC WHEELCHAIR
DANCE SPORT

IPC SHOOTING

IPC POWERLIFTING IPC SWIMMINGIPC ICE SLEDGE
HOCKEY

The Paralympic symbol. IPC sport logos.
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The Paralympic symbol. IPC sport graphics.

IPC sport graphics comprise the IPC sport 
logo and IPC sport pictogram within a pod

Usage
Respective IPC sport
 Promotional items
 Communications materials (e.g. Sport brochures)
 „Supporting“ educational materials
 Sport equipment

Requirements
 Minimum size: 32mm in height
 Colour and monochrome version usage guidelines:  

see IPC sport graphics Brand Book.

Approvals
Written approval from the IPC is required to use the IPC sport graphic applications for 
approval must be made prior to the start of production or printing. 

The following IPC sports graphics are available in di� erent formats and colours.
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Monochrome versions
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In order to have one look and feel, it is essential to defi ne a  common typography that is used for all communication material such as letterheads, presentations, pro-
motional materials.

Trade Gothic Next LT Pro Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Lorem ipsum is a pseudo-Latin text used in web design, typography, lay-
out, and printing in place of English to emphasise design elements over 
content. It’s also called placeholder (or fi ller) text. It’s a convenient tool for 
mock-ups. It helps to outline the visual elements of a document or presen-
tation, eg typography, font, or layout. 

Trade Gothic Next LT Pro Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
Lorem ipsum is a pseudo-Latin text used in web design, typography, layout, 
and printing in place of English to emphasise design elements over content. 
It’s also called placeholder (or fi ller) text. It’s a convenient tool for mock-
ups. It helps to outline the visual elements of a document or presentation, 
eg typography, font, or layout. 

In all the IPC’s printed material the justifi ed 
font Trade Gothic Next LT Pro is used

For all Powerpoint presentations and email 
correspondence Calibri is used instead

Calibri Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
Lorem ipsum is a pseudo-Lati n text used in web design, typography, 
layout, and printi ng in place of English to emphasise design elements 
over content. It’s also called placeholder (or fi ller) text. It’s a conveni-
ent tool for mock-ups. It helps to outline the visual elements of a doc-
ument or presentati on, eg typography, font, or layout. 

Calibri Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 
1234567890
Lorem ipsum is a pseudo-Lati n text used in web design, typography, 
layout, and printi ng in place of English to emphasise design elements 
over content. It’s also called placeholder (or fi ller) text. It’s a conveni-
ent tool for mock-ups. It helps to outline the visual elements of a doc-
ument or presentati on, eg typography, font, or layout. 

Typography. 
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Photos play an important part in all Paralympic communication material. Photos 
can tell a story and may have a higher impact than words alone. They carry emo-
tions and help us to express how we want to be seen by others. The content of an 
image is taken in at a glance and there is no room for subtlety, so please ensure you 
use these guidelines when selecting photos, supporting our strong visual identity.

Key things to remember:
 In all photographs the athlete should be the central focus, not his or  

her impairment
 The athlete’s impairment should not be concealed but demonstrated in a  

self-confi dent and self-evident manner
 Genders, nationalities, sports and impairment types etc. should always  

be treated equally

The photos we use are physical and triumphant, dynamic, and international.

Photos must be relevant to the region in which they are 
used or seen, e.g. a poster for European Championships 
should show a  European athlete.
 

Photos. 

her impairment
The athlete’s impairment should not be concealed but demonstrated in a  
self-confi dent and self-evident manner
Genders, nationalities, sports and impairment types etc. should always  
be treated equally

The photos we use are physical and triumphant, dynamic, and international.

Photos must be relevant to the region in which they are 
used or seen, e.g. a poster for European Championships 
should show a  European athlete.
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What does ‘physical’ look like?
Courageous and persevering – the athletes show grit and are  determined to win.

How is ‘triumphant’ expressed in a picture?
Winning, overcoming obstacles and achieving the maximum:  this is what triumphant 
is all about.

What do we mean by ‘dynamic’?
Vivid and moving rather than stale or stationary. Dynamic also implies change 
and forward progression, activity and power.

How can ‘international’ be described when it comes to photos?
Show athletes from every nation and cultural background – make sure you do not 
focus on one group but show the variety of all nations: striving for excellence  applies 
to everyone.

Photos. Choosing photos.
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Use photos that tell a 
story or communicate an 
important message.

Use photos that display 
the athlete in the best 
possible light.

Do not crop out the 
impairment.

Photos. Editorial misuses.
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If you need to mirror a photo, please make sure you do not mirror any letters, numbers or the Paralympic symbol.

Do not scale the photos unproportionally.

Photos. Artistic misuses.
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The Paralympic fl ag shows the Paralympic symbol  centred on 
a white background. Examples of both a horizontal and  vertical 
fl ag are shown. Flags may be produced according to these 
 specifi cations with the prior approval of the IPC.  Paralympic 
fl ags may only be used at o�  cial events sanctioned by the IPC. 
Flags should not be fl own next to any commercial  properties 
which may imply a false association with the Paralympic 
 Movement. 

Flags. 
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Tone of voice.

Our tone of voice is an important part of who we are and how we connect with people. 
It is based on our ideas and values, and focuses on educating and inspiring others.

The more consistent everyone in the Paralympic Movement is with written words, the 
more likely it is that people will understand what makes it special. The Paralympic 
Movement needs a strong verbal identity that we all understand and know how to use.

In all communication, some words stand out as underlying the Paralympic identity. 

The way we express ourselves has to have a high impact and be 
inspirational so that people understand what is important to us 
and our athletes. We are understanding and open – yet assertive.

How does ‘high impact’ sound?
It’s active and dynamic, not weak and unfocused.

How does ‘inspirational’ sound?
It’s about being creative and inventive and having the energy and dynamism to make it happen. 
It’s about striving to focus on the positives, rather than the negatives.

How does ‘understanding and open – yet assertive’ sound?
In summary:
 Straightforward

 Clear, uncomplicated, easy to understand.
 Friendly

 Inclusive, welcoming, supportive. 

For more information please refer to the IPC Style Guide and Info Sheets at www.paralympic.org.
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Motto. 

Spirit in Motion
The spirit of every para-athlete is uncompromising – every 
day exceeding what others had thought was possible by push-
ing themselves to the limit. With the motto ‘Spirit in Motion’, 
the IPC has captured what the Paralympic Movement is trying 
to achieve: enabling athletes from all backgrounds to unite on  
a single stage, inspiring and exciting the world with their 
 performances. 
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Mariel Avalos
Brand & Creative Services Manager 

All usage requests and inquiries should be 
directed to the IPC Marketing & Commercial  
Department at the IPC headquarters.

Contact details.

Photo Credits:
Getty Images, IPC, IWAS, Lieven Coudenys, Luc Percival 

The Paralympic brand represents an important intellectual 
property asset of the IPC. The names ‘Paralympic’, ‘Paralym-
pic Games’ and all similar and associated names and words, the 
Paralympic symbol, motto, internet domains etc. must not be 
copied or used without the prior written permission of the IPC.

IPC member organisations enjoy devolved rights to use  the 
 ‘Paralympic Properties’ according to the defi nitions and 
 conditions set out in the IPC Handbook, in particular the 
 Intellectual Property Bylaw.
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53113 Bonn, Germany

Tel.  +49 228 2097-110
Fax  +49 228 2097-209

Mariel Avalos
Brand & Creative Services Manager
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